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The Industry of Sealing
Sealing became established as a global industry in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, growing rapidly after
the Napoleonic Wars. Whaling and sealing ships from Britain and the United States reached far into the South Atlantic, then
into the Pacific and Indian Oceans. There they progressively exploited the discoveries of likely sealing and whaling grounds
reported by earlier government-sponsored expeditions. Sealing was closely linked to whaling and carried out on the
same voyages, but initially was much less profitable. In the late 18th century clothing fashions changed and there was
increasing demand for sealskin. The skins were used to make hats, and also for trim on the neck and cuffs of jackets and
coats. This fashion was initially met from the skins of sea otters, which very rapidly became nearly extinct in North
Pacific waters. The increased use of sealskin was facilitated by the development of a technique for removing the long
guard hairs while leaving the dense under-fur intact. This technique was first developed in China and led to a great
demand for sealskin in that country. There seal skins were also used for the lining of winter coats. In the late 1790s the
technique was independently developed in London leading to increased demand there, with sealskins selling on the
London market for between 15/- and 18/- each. Both elephant seal oil and fur seal oil were also used for machine oil
and for softening wool in the cloth industry. Seal oil was also used for lamps as it produced less smoke than whale oil. A
typical cargo of 30,000 skins and associated products would thus yield significant profit for merchants.

Islands in the Southern Ocean used by sealers. Map from Hince (2008) drawn by Richard Barwick.
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Sealing in the Southern Oceans
Captain James Cook described fur seals on South Georgia and published his accurate survey of the island in 1777. He
wrote that “seals or sea bears were pretty numerous, they were smaller than those at Staten Island. Most of those we
saw were females, for the shores swarmed with young cubs” (Cook, 1777). The British sealer Thomas Delano in the Lord
Hawkesbury started sealing on South Georgia in 1786 and was soon followed by American sealers. By the 1790s whaling
and sealing ships of Britain and the USA were penetrating far into the South Atlantic. Seal colonies on Tristan da Cunha
and Gough Island off South Africa were initially exploited and quickly exhausted. Islands off Chile and off the Patagonian
coast of Argentina were also exploited at an early stage. More remote islands such as the Falklands, South Georgia, the
Crozet and Kerguelen islands became the focus of the sealing industry.
The sealing boom of the 18th and 19th century focused on many isolated islands and coastlines of the Southern Ocean.
When this vast area became of interest to sealers in the 1790s there was already a body of geographical information
from the maritime explorations of the 17th and 18th centuries. The accounts of Cook, Byron and Anson from Britain and
of Bougainville, La Perouse, Baudin and others from France in the 19th century were of great interest to whalers and
sealers. The published charts of the European explorers were often quite generalised and rudimentary but they did
provide sufficient information to find places where seal colonies had been reported. The ongoing difficulty of
determining longitude at sea was a factor in these searches. Accurate chronometers only became available in the last
quarter of the 18th century and were quite costly. Thus latitude, which was easier to determine with a cheaper
instrument such as the sextant, was relied on for navigation, with a ship running along a particular latitude until the
target island or coast was reached. This led to both unexpected discoveries and also to a number of shipwrecks.
The published accounts of European explorers and the charts created for them became critical sources of information
for the growing whaling and sealing industries. A number of sovereign nations including Britain, France, Spain and the
USA were involved in these industries and jealously guarded access to both information and the sites where seals were
being hunted. Where sealers from different nations competed on the sealing grounds, violence often followed. In
particular British whalers and the ships of the East India Company tried to exclude foreign ships from islands that they
regarded as their own territory. This forced American ships to seek sealing grounds in hitherto unexplored waters.
By 1823 the sealer James Weddell noted that 20,000 tons of elephant seal oil had been taken from South Georgia and he
estimated 1.2 million fur seals had been killed for their skins, which mostly went to Canton in China. This effectively
eliminated the seal population on South Georgia. The pattern of exploitation was similar on the other South Atlantic
islands.

Sealing in Australasian Waters
The whaling ships from Nantucket on the north-east coast of America were foremost in the exploration of the
southwest Pacific. These were well organised ventures, well equipped and well funded by shipping companies in
New York and Boston. In 1791 they visited South Africa, Madagascar, Mauritius and Kerguelen and was active in
Australian waters hunting seals. The ships involved were the Asia (Capt. Elijah Coffin) the Alliance (Capt. Bartlett
Coffin) and the Hunter (Capt. Simon Starbuck). In the following two years a number of United States sealing voyages
explored the southwest Pacific. The first sealer to call at Port Jackson (Sydney) was the Fairy from Boston in 1793,
followed by the Mercury from Rhode Island and the Otter of Boston in 1794.
In 1792 the British Capt. William Raven in the Britannia secured a three-year licence from the East India Company to
carry out sealing in New Zealand. He left a sealing gang of twelve men (under William Leith) in Dusky Sound for
twelve months. In 1796 Spain declared war on Britain, leading to a conflict which was to last until 1808. This
hindered British whalers and sealers in the eastern Pacific off South America, and led to them transferring their
attention to the Western Pacific. A British Act of Parliament in 1798 re-organised a licensing system instituted by the
East India Company and opened to British vessels the seas between longitude 51° East and 180° East and as far
north as latitude 15° South. This territorial claim had implications for American ships operating in the southern
Indian Ocean and in Australian waters. In 1799 a British whaling ship the Albion (Capt. Eber Bunker) operated off the
coast of New South Wales and this led to rapid development of the Western Pacific whaling ground. The British
government wished to restrict American maritime activities in the region, as they feared a territorial claim by the
USA. Thus American ships tended to avoid ports and kept their movements secret and undocumented.
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Sealing at the Glennie Islands, Bass Strait 1872.
Wood engraving by Samuel Calvert (1828-1913) from State Library of Victoria.
In 1804 a United States sealing voyage in the Favorite (Capt. Jonathan Paddock) visited the Crozet Islands and continued
on to Sydney. Then in company with the Independence (Capt. Isaiah Townsend) they visited the Antipodes Islands
where 60,000 sealskins were taken by a sealing gang left by the Union (Capt. Isaac Pendleton) a year before. Later that
year Owen Folger Smith produced the first chart of Smith’s Strait and Stewart Island whilst on the Union, and then
established a base at Port Pegasus on Stewart Island. Sealing gangs from New South Wales and Britain began to work
Stewart Island, the Foveaux Strait and Fiordland. The trade from this area reached its peak in 1810 when the discovery
of Macquarie Island and Campbell Island meant that sealers could make greater profits on these more southerly subAntarctic islands.
The harsh life led by the sealers on these islands was summed up by the Pacific sealer Charles Goodridge:
“The land affords no shelter whatever, there being neither tree nor shrub on these islands and the weather is most times
extremely wet, and snow frequently on the ground, indeed there is scarcely more than a month’s fine weather during the
year. Their boats therefore hauled ashore, serves them for their dwelling-house by day and their lodging house by night. Their
provisions consist of salt-pork, bread, coffee and molasses; and on this scanty fare, with only the shelter of their boat turned
upside down and tussocked up, they sometimes remain a fortnight at a time. Each day undergoing excessive labour in
searching for and killing seals, and very often without meeting with adequate reward after all their privations”.
(Goodridge, 1841:36)

While the captains came from well-established and well-funded shipping families, the men who made up the sealing
gangs came from backgrounds of limited means and education, intent on profit and alert to any opportunities for
income. They tended to avoid government interference and control, and so they have often been characterised as
lawless and violent.
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Sealers encampment at Westernport Bay, Port Phillip colony in November 1826. The explorer Dumont D'Urville in
L'Astrolabe entered the bay where five sealers with Tasmanian Aboriginal wives had erected huts and were cultivating
gardens, wheat and maize. Painting by Louis Auguste de Sainson, 1833, from State Library of Victoria.

Sealing on Kangaroo Island
Following the initial explorations of Nicholas Baudin and Matthew Flinders in 1802-3, the waters around Kangaroo
Island were frequently visited by American, British and some French sealers and whalers. Shore bases were established
at Pelican Lagoon, Nepean Bay and Flour Cask Bay. Their main activity appears to have been sealing and the harvesting
of salt from several lagoons. The target of the sealers was the Long-nosed or New Zealand fur seal Arctocephalus
doriferus, although some biologists believe a separate species A. tasmanicus was also taken but is no longer found on
the island. At Pelican Lagoon the brig Union, commanded by Capt. Isaac Pendleton of Stonington, Connecticut
overwintered in 1803-4 and while there the crew built the 35-ton schooner Independence. This was the first sailing ship
known to have been built in South Australia. Pendleton and his crew commenced sealing around Kangaroo Island and
further afield in Bass Strait. The Furneaux Group, the Kent Group and King Island, among others, were all being visited
by sealers from Kangaroo Island and elsewhere. The first long-term European residents on Kangaroo Island were the
sealing gang led by Joseph Murrell, at Harvey's Return in 1806. Their sojourn there was much longer than anticipated;
they had to subsist almost entirely on wild animal meat until their rescue three years later.
A number of Sydney merchants and entrepreneurs, including Simeon Lord and Henry Kable, began to send vessels to
Kangaroo Island for seal skins. Between 1803 and 1817 between two and four ships visited Kangaroo Island each year
(see Appendix 1), probably anchoring in Nepean Bay and Pelican Lagoon. Salt was a much-desired commodity, as a
preservative and for treating skins to be used for hat making. Significant quantities of salt (519 tons recorded over thirty
years) were harvested from lakes near Nepean Bay. Salt harvesting was later to become a major industry on the island,
employing 100 people. Kangaroo skins (used for shoe leather) and whale oil were also exported from the island.
Whaling in these waters was to achieve greater prominence in the 1830s. By 1816 there were 13 Europeans based on
Kangaroo Island, and many of these had Aboriginal wives who had been taken from Tasmania and from the nearby
mainland. Sydney was the listed port of origin for virtually all of the ships coming to the island until 1817, when vessels
from Hobart also commenced sealing and salt harvesting activities there.
The colonial authorities in Sydney were hostile to the Americans, whom they perceived as aiding runaway convicts and
supplying alcohol to the fledgling colony (both of which were probably true). In August 1804 Governor King issued a
proclamation banning British sealers from serving on any American vessels, from building any vessel over 14 feet in keel
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(thus eliminating the construction of useful vessels like Independence) and ordering any vessels calling at Sydney to only
clear for their original destination and not return (thus preventing them from returning with a cargo of skins and selling
them there). Further regulations were enacted in March and September 1805 (see Appendix 2) with a very substantial
bond of £800 being demanded from ship’s captains and merchants, and severe financial penalties and corporal
punishment for any infringements of the rules.
It is not possible to arrive at accurate figures for all of the seals killed on Kangaroo Island for their skins. The records are
fragmentary and although the shipping records do cite some numbers, many just give “sealing” as the activity. The total
of recorded seal skins exported between 1803 and 1831 is 96,020. Despite the limitations of the data, it is clear that
very significant numbers of seals were taken from Kangaroo Island. Over the same period, it is estimated that 150,000
seals were taken from the Bass Strait islands and a similar number from Macquarie Island and the islands to the south
of New Zealand, such as the Antipodes. From 1792 to 1810 some 2,500,000 seal skins were delivered to China from
Australasian waters and would have earned their owners about £675,000 (US$3 million) at the time. In today’s money
that would equate to about $20 million. The sealing crews who endured hardships for months or years on end would
have individually earned from $200 to $300 for a season’s work.

Number of seal skins taken from Kangaroo Island, 1800-1837

Relationship between the sealers and Aboriginal peoples
Seal meat formed an important part of the diet of Tasmanian and Bass Strait Aboriginal people prior to European
colonisation. Archaeological evidence from coastal middens and rockshelters suggests that seals were an important
part of the hunting activity, along with wallabies, shellfish and crustaceans. The contemporary accounts of James Kelly
(1815, facsimile 1986) and George Augustus Robinson (Plomley, 1966) suggest that the women, rather than the men,
were the most competent seal hunters and were in control of the whole process.
The intention of the British government in establishing the colony at Port Jackson in New South Wales was that it
should become self-sufficient fairly quickly and also provide effective governance of the coast of New South Wales and
adjacent islands. In reality the fledgling settlement was barely able to meet its own needs, let alone effectively govern
south-eastern Australia. Seals and the supply of their skins and oil became important commodities in the young colony.
Until this discovery there was little that could be exported or traded and New South Wales was thus seen as a drain on the
British economy. Sealing offered the chance of significant returns. By 1803, the colony realized a profit of £303,046 as a
result of seal skin exports. The developing sealing industry in Bass Strait and other areas of the south-eastern
Australian coast was effectively unregulated and attracted a wide range of men who were regarded as anti-authoritarian
and who actively avoided government interference and control. These single men established temporary or semipermanent bases on the islands. Among the sealers there were African-Americans, Anglo‑Americans, Bengalis, English,
French and Tahitians.
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“…And these rovers having again set sail, usually follow the coast, which winds for 500 miles along a sandy beach, in a north
westerly direction, skirling a fertile country, until they reach Kangaroo Island, in latitude 35 oS.This, as well as every other
labour, is performed by the native women, whom these unprincipled men carry off' from the main, and compel to hunt,
work, and fish, and do every other menial service, while they themselves sit on the beach, smoke, drink, and sleep by turns,
occasionally perhaps rousing to kill a young seal while basking on the sunny beach. This food, though far from palatable, is all
that their indolence will in general allow them to procure, and they sometimes salt it down for future store. When the fishing
season for seals is over, these men, with the native women and their offspring, amounting in all to about 40, retire into a
valley in the interior of the island, where they have a garden and huts. One man called Abyssinia, has led this life for 14 years.
And then these men, thus strangers to religion, strangers to people, among whom rapine of every kind, and even murder is
not infrequent, are they to be suffered to debase human nature”.
(Sydney Gazette 1 July 1826).

Early accounts about Kangaroo Island and Bass Strait islands characterised the sealing camps as barbaric, violent, and
lawless communities. At first, they captured Aboriginal women in raids or traded with Aboriginal elders for the sexual
services of women. Some of the sealers brought with them Aboriginal (Pallawah) women from Tasmania and shortly
after arriving were joined by women captured from Aboriginal tribes on the adjacent mainland (mainly Ngarrindjeri).
During the first decades of the nineteenth century a distinctive society developed on Kangaroo Island that was an
amalgam of newcomer and Aboriginal.
Very quickly the women also became essential workers in the sealing industry. The Aboriginal women brought welldeveloped skills to the work and became dominant in the hunting of seals, the skinning and curing of the sealskins, and
the trapping of wallabies and kangaroos for both food and skins. Thus, the women became a key component in the
success of the sealing industry. Each sealer might have between three and five women living and working with him. The
women would swim out to the seals on the skerries, club and then drag them to the beach where the butchering
process would begin. The pelt would be removed using a sharp knife, taking great care to remove the entire skin
without damaging it. It would then be pegged out in a depression and covered in salt, which was an important
ingredient in the process.

Aborigines and early colonists on Kangaroo Island in 1836. From Leigh (1839).
The women, whose names are rarely recorded, also developed skills in boat handling and other aspects of the industry.
Despite this there are numerous stories of the women being beaten, left stranded on islands, drowned or murdered
when the European men had no further need of them. There are also a number of records of infanticide when the
sexual liaisons resulted in pregnancies. By 1810 an oversupply of seal skins resulted in a decline in the sealing industry,
and organised sealing gangs were replaced by island dwelling settlers. This led to long-term occupation of the islands by
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the men, Aboriginal women and children and their extended families, who remained long after the seal colonies were
virtually extinct. Trade and exchange with passing ships were still dependent on Aboriginal labour, typically that of the
women. They bartered wallaby, kangaroo and seal skins, salt and seal oil for clothing, spirits, flour, tobacco and other
trade goods. The complex society that arose in the settlements formed the basis for the contemporary Tasmanian
Aboriginal community on the Bass Strait islands. In these island communities, Aboriginal languages were used in
combination with English, producing a lingua franca or creole. On Kangaroo Island words from a Tasmanian Aboriginal
language were still recalled by some descendants of Betty Thomas in 1936 (Taylor, 2008:35):
́nina tu: ́napari - you understand
lil tu: ́napari - do you understand?
́bulunta - go straight ahead
ma:bir, ma:bier - go around

Mary Seymour (nee Thomas), of Hog Bay, Kangaroo Island in 1905. Born in 1833, she was the daughter of Betty, a
Tasmanian Aboriginal woman and Nat Thomas, a sealer. Photo from State Library of Tasmania

Conclusion
The sealing industry extended from 1792 to 1830, with the peak of exploitation occurring before 1808. Driven by
fashions in China and Europe, the sealskin trade created opportunities for settlement on remote islands which persisted
after the boom as subsistence level fishing and farming. In the Bass Strait islands and on Kangaroo Island this led to the
emergence of communities with mixed European and Aboriginal heritage. Seal populations were virtually extinct by
1825, and sealing only resumed periodically when the seal colonies had recovered enough to make it worthwhile.
Sealing as a commercial enterprise had ceased in Australasian waters by 1907. Sealing continues as an industry in
Canada, Greenland, Norway, Namibia and Russia. It is regulated to varying degrees but remains very controversial. The
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European Union banned the trade of seal products in Europe in 2010 and this ban was upheld by the World Trade
Organisation in 2014. Hunting seals for food and sealskins by Native American, Inuit and Sami people in the Arctic
regions is still a valid, recognised subsistence activity.
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Appendix 1: Sealing records from Kangaroo Island 1803-1833
Sources: Cumpston, J.S. Kangaroo Island 1800-1836; Cumpston, J.S. Shipping Arrivals and Departures, Sydney 1788-1840.
Date
Name
Type
Owner
Master
Port of origin
Cargo
1803-4

Union

Brig

Fanning &
Company

1807

Marcia

Whaleboat

1808

Fly

Sloop

William
Stewart

1808

Eliza

Sloop

1809

Endeavour of
Norfolk Island

1810

Endeavour of
Sydney

1810

Unity

1811

Elizabeth & Mary

Thorley

1811

Elizabeth & Mary

Thorley

1812

Campbell
Macquarie

1813

Brothers

1813

Pendleton, I

Stonington,
Connecticut

12000 skins

Sydney

sealing

Stewart, Wm

Sydney

sealing

Underwood

Smith, T

Sydney

1500 skins

Schooner

Nichols, I

Siddons

Sydney

1200 skins; 40
tons salt

Sloop

Henry Kable
Jnr

Siddons

Sydney

4000 skins; 2
tons oil

Sydney

5000 skins

Murrell

Sydney

2500 skins; 60
tons salt

Murrell

Sydney

skins and salt

Murrell

Sydney

skins and salt

Kelly

Sydney

sealing

Elizabeth and
Mary

Rook, Wm

Sydney

sealing

1813

Fly

Stewart, Wm

Sydney

sealing,
kangaroos
skins, salt

1814

Spring

Bunster, Wm

Sydney

sealing,
kangaroos
skins, salt

1815

Governor Hunter

Murrell

Sydney

skins and salt

1815

Spring

Bunster, Wm

Sydney

5900 seal skins,
2500 kangaroo
skins, 40 tons
salt

1815

Fly

Stewart, Wm

Sydney

seal skins and
salt

1815

Spring

Brig

Abbott, Lord
& Company

Dillon, Peter

Port Dalrymple

500 skins; 7
tons salt

Jan 1816

Rosetta

Brig

Griffiths

Rook, Wm

Sydney

2000 skins; 50
tons salt

Oct 1816

Rosetta

Brig

Griffiths

Rook, Wm

Sydney

4280 seal skins;
salt

1816

Spring

Brig

Lord

Bunster, Wm

Sydney

skins and salt

1816

Henrietta

Schooner

McCarthy

Feen

Hobart

skins and salt

1816

Endeavour

Brig

Nichols, I

Hammond, T

Sydney

170 skins; 50
tons salt

1817

Henrietta

Schooner

McCarthy

Feen

Hobart

skins and salt

Apr 1817

Endeavour

Brig

Nichols

Hammond

Sydney

Salt and skins

1817

Jupiter

Brig

Bunster, Wm

Hobart

sealing

Schooner
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Date

Name

Type

Owner

Master

Port of origin

Cargo

1819

Jupiter

Brig

Ainsworth

Hobart

skins and salt

1819

Daphne

1820

Little Mary

Schooner

James, J

Howard

Sydney

skins and salt

James, J

Sydney

8000 skins. salt

1819

Governor
Macquarie

Brig

Reibey M

Sutherland

Sydney

6000 skins: 40
tons salt

1820

Sophia

Brig

Birch, T W

Brown

Hobart

skins and salt

1820

Sophia

Brig

Birch

Read, L

Hobart

200+ skins: 42
tons salt

1820

Glory

Brig

Griffiths

Griffiths

Hobart

skins and salt

1822

General Gates

Brig

Winthrop &
Company

Abimelech
Riggs

Boston

seal skins

1822

Snapper

Schooner

Edwardson

Sydney

sealing

1823

Alligator

Schooner

Hervell

Farley, T

Sydney

1600 seal skins

1823

Samuel

Schooner

R Jones

Drysdale

Sydney

1500 skins

1823

Perseverance

Brig

Underwood

Craig, J

Hobart

4000 skins; 30
tons salt

1824

Nereus

Brig

Emmett

Swindells

Sydney

skins; 60 tons
salt

1824

Minerva

Brig

Buckles &
Company

Duncan
Forbes

Sydney

7500 skins: 70
tons salt

1824

Perseverance

Brig

Underwood

Craig

Sydney

sealing

1824-5

Samuel

Drysdale

Sydney

1500 skins

182 5

Eclipse

Cutter

J H Reibey

Sydney

sealing

1825

Liberty

Schooner

S Levy

Sydney

sealing

1825

Alligator

Schooner

Farley

Sydney

1460 seal skins

1825

Governor
Brisbane

Schooner

Kemp

Davidson

Sydney

3500 seal skins

1825

Nereus

Brig

Swindells

Sydney

3500 seal skins

1826

Governor Sorrell

Schooner

Skelton

Sydney

1600 skins

1826

Caledonia

Schooner

Smith

Hobart

sealing

1825-6

Hunter

Schooner

Craig

Hobart

sealing

1828

Jackass

Goold

Sydney

sealing

1828

Snapper

Young

Sydney

750 seal skins

1828

Madeira

Meekan, M

Sydney

sealing

1829

Prince of
Denmark

Forbes

Sydney

1000 skins

1829

Henry

Schooner

Griffiths

Griffiths

Launceston

3700 skins; oil,
20 tons

1831

Elizabeth

Schooner

Griffiths

Hart, John

Launceston

11330 skins; oil;
salt

1832

Elizabeth

Schooner

Griffiths

Hart

Launceston

skins and salt

1832-3

Elizabeth

Schooner

Griffiths

Hart

Launceston

skins and salt

1833

Royal William

Cutter

Patterson

Hobart

sealing

Young, Wm

Robinson

Packet
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Appendix 2: Regulations to control the activities of foreign ships and sealing parties in the colony of New South
Wales
The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser Sunday 31 March 1805
General Orders
WHEREAS it is become necessary to restrain the Practice of several Vessels carrying the American Flag, who after
having received Assistance and Relief according to their wants, have with very few Exceptions taken Persons from
hence who are under Sentence of the Law, and Freemen who have been secreted on board those Ships, whereby the
Claims the Crown and Individuals have on their Debtors have been evaded by their being taken from the Colony.—And
as the existing Bonds and Regulations have proved in a great measure ineﬀectual, both with respect to English as well
as foreign Ships,
The following Regulations are to be observed and complied with by Ships of all Nations previous to their being allowed
the Liberty of the Port, instead of the 10th Article of the present Port Orders.
The Master of every Ship or Vessel, English or Foreign, before they are allowed any Communication with the Settlement
shall give Security in the Secretary’s Oﬃce themselves in £800, and two suﬃcient Freeholders or well-known Merchants
or Dealers in the sum of £50 each, not to carry oﬀ any person whatever without the Gᴏᴠᴇʀɴᴏʀ’ꜱ Certiﬁcate of a Convict
having served his or her term of Transportation, and a Freeman or Woman having no detainer lodged.
—Nor to depart himself, without the Gᴏᴠᴇʀɴᴏʀ’ꜱ leave, under an additional Penalty of £50.
—The usual Bond by Masters of Ships going to India or China not to land any Person from hence without they have the
Gᴏᴠᴇʀɴᴏʀ’ꜱ Certiﬁcate in any part of the Honourable East India Company’s Territories or in China, will still be required.
Owners of Private Colonial Vessels are to give the same Security once a Year (on the 1st of January) for the conduct of
Masters of Vessels in their Employ on the above.
The Secretary shall not deliver any Person a Certiﬁcate under the Gᴏᴠᴇʀɴᴏʀ’ꜱ hand to leave the Colony, unless his name
has been set up at the Door of the Court House at Sydney and Parramatta, and at the Store Door at the Green Hills,
Hawkesbury, for a week previous to the Ship’s leaving the Cove, for which purpose the Commander of the Vessel is to
give ten days previous Notice at the Secretary’s Oﬃce, with a List of such Persons he has leave to take away, when the
time of his intended leaving the Cove will be published in the Gazette, and after the Ship has left the Cove, no detainer
will be received.
And to the end that Seamen be not enticed to leave the Ships they belong to, whoever trusts, or retains any of them in
his or their Houses or Vessels, shall lose his money and be proceeded against; and whoever shall entertain any Seaman
deserted shall for every day and night after the ﬁrst oﬀence forfeit £5
—but not knowing him to be a Deserter, but belonging to a Ship, to forfeit Ten Shillings for each day and night they
have entertained or retained such Seaman.
If any Commander or other Person entice away any Person or Persons belonging to another Ship before he or they be
legally discharged, he shall forfeit on Conviction before three Justices £15 Sterling, half to the Kɪɴɢ and half to those
who shall sue for the same.
Whatsoever Seaman shall desert the Ship he belongs to, and shall be found after the departure of the Vessel, and
cannot produce suﬃcient proof of his being discharged by the Commander thereof, he shall by order of any one Justice
of the Peace receive 31 Lashes on his bare Back by the Hangman or other inferior Servant and be put to Government
Labour until there is an Opportunity of returning to the Ship he belongs to, or that he can ship himself on board any
other Vessel. The Penalty on taking away Convicts or Free Persons from the Colony without the Governor’s Certiﬁcate is
to be sued for before the Civil Court of Judicature in this Colony, or in any of His Majesty’s Courts of Record in Europe or
abroad, wherever and whenever the Oﬀender and his sureties may be found according to the Tenor of the Bond.
And that the Execution and Delivery of these Bonds may not be considered as 𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒, if given by Masters
of English Vessels, Duplicates will be forwarded to the proper Oﬃcer in England, and to any of the Ports in Asia where
the ship may be bound. And if given by Masters of American or other foreign ships, Duplicates will also be sent to the
Residing Consuls at the Ports where the ships came from, or the nearest Port thereto, whereat a British Consul resides,
in order that the Penalty, if forfeited, may be recovered.
—And on its being proved that such Convict who may so escape enables the prosecution to be carried on to conviction,
in that case the Gᴏᴠᴇʀɴᴏʀ has recommended persons of that description to His Majesty’s Mercy; and that Freemen
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who have been taken from these Settlement without the Governor’s Leave may receive half the amount of the Penalty
when recovered, provided they are Principals in prosecuting Oﬀenders to conviction.
The Naval Oﬃcer is hereby directed to deliver this Order with the Port Orders to the Commanders of all vessels now in
this Port and arriving hereafter. All Lieutenant Governors, Commandants, and Oﬃcers commanding any Settlements
under this Government are hereby required and directed to observe and enforce the above Order.
𝐵𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝐻𝑖𝑠 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦,
G. Bʟᴀxᴄᴇʟʟ, 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝑒𝑐.
Government House, Sydney, March 30th, 1805
The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser Sunday 29 September 1805
General Orders.
NO Colonial Vessels will be allowed to leave this Port, or Persons advertised to leave the Colony for the purpose of
Oiling and Skinning within any part of the Limits of this Territory or its Dependencies, until the following Bond,
consequent on the General Orders of the 5th instant, is executed in the Judge Advocate’s Oﬃce.
Kɴᴏᴡ all Men by these Presents, that we,
and
do hereby hold ourselves ﬁrmly and truly bound unto the Naval Oﬃcer of this Territory for the time
being, in the several penal sums hereafter named; that is to say, the said
as aforesaid in the penal sum of 500l.
sterling; and
and
in the penal sum of 50l. each, to be levied on their goods, chattels, credits
and eﬀects, of whatever nature and kind soever, on failure of due observance of the following
Orders and Regulations; that is to say,
Ⅰ. Not to take any person whatever without the Governor’s written Permissions, after being duly advertised, in
conformity to the General Order of March 30th, 1805.
Ⅱ. Not to depart the Port without a regular Clearance.
Ⅲ. Not to navigate without the Limits of the Territory, comprised within the Latitudes of 10° 37′ and 43° 39′ S. and 185°
East Longitude from Greenwich‐‐‐Exclusive of the Penalty in the Bond given on Registering.
Ⅳ. Not to entice Seamen, or entertain Deserters from His Majesty’s ships, merchant vessels, or from any colonial vessel
or gangs engaged at this place, or stationed under agreement at any of the Islands within the Limits of the Territory,
except in the case of their belonging to colonial vessels or sealing gangs who receive no pay, consideration, or
maintenance from their Employers.
Ⅴ. Failing to provide a suﬃcient quantity of provisions where the gangs are stationed, whereby they may become
distressed.
Ⅵ. Not to break bulk until reported and entered by the Naval Oﬃcer, and Fees paid according to the General Order of
Oct. 15, 1800.
Ⅶ. Not to authorise strange vessels taking any person from the gangs who is a British Subject.
Ⅷ. Not to purchase or receive more than twenty gallons of spirits from any ships or vessels they may meet, without the
Governor’s Permission.
Now the Condition of this Obligation is such, that if the above‐bounden
shall well and truly do, perform, and
observe all and every of the above Orders and Regulations in their true meaning and intent, then this Obligation to be
void and of none‐eﬀect; or otherwise to remain in full force and virtue. In witness whereof we have hereunto aﬃxed
our seals and signatures this
day of 1805
Sealed, signed, and delivered in the presence of
𝐵𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝐻𝑖𝑠 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦,
𝐺. 𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙, Acting Sec.
Government House, Sydney, Sept. 29, 1805.
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